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Today,
you’ll fly for the first time,
again.
Do you remember? The sensation when everything is new and surprising. The insatiable curiosity to know
more. And the certainty you’ll never forget that day. We’ve been recalling the thrill of that day for 86 years
and Iberia has changed to give you that same sensation again.
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Luis de Carlos Forum

‘Football in the seventh art’,
a debate at the Villa Magna
In this latest edition of the Luis de Carlos Forum, held in
the Hotel Villa Magna in Madrid, the debate focused on the
relationship between football and cinema, a marriage that
brings to mind scenes from films linked to Real Madrid
such as Saeta Blanca or Real, the Film.

At the end of the event the speakers received a historic ball signed by Zinedine Zidane.
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The Luis de Carlos Forum has once again
brought together football and cinema. Under
the title Football in the seventh art, the round
table, chaired by the vice-president of the Real Madrid
Foundation, Enrique Sánchez, and moderated by
journalist Enrique Ortego, boasted the participation of
Eduardo Torres Dulce, Spain’s attorney general and
cinema critic; Borja Manso, film director; Ignacio
Salazar-Simpson, producer; Carlos Marañón, editor of
the magazine Cinemanía; Joaquín Andújar, screenwriter for cinema and television; and Antonio Resines,
actor. During the discussion the participants all agreed

that football is extremely cinematographic. According
to Joaquín Andújar, “the history of Real Madrid, a club
steeped in the epic, has the potential to provide many
storylines for amazing films.” Torres Dulce added that
although recreating a football match on film would be
almost impossible, “the world that exists around the
sport has been little explored.”
“Football has amazing stories”, said Antonio
Resines, stories and tales such as those collected
by Borja Manso, director of Real, the Film, for whom
“working with footballers was a marvellous experience.” However, in spite of football having always had the
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ingredients to be successful on the big screen, there
hasn’t been a good connection between the two.
A self-critical approach
“Stories about the past, where you already know
the outcome, is a bad thing when trying to connect
football and cinema", said Salazar-Simpson. In the
opinion of Marañón, it’s necessary to look to the other
side of the Atlantic for the reasons: “The relationship
between cinema and football has been complicated
because Hollywood has made great films about every
other sport except this one and because cinema,
understood as culture, always rejects this sport.”
The editor of Cinemanía and author of the book
Football and cinema indicated one character that is
very attractive for cinema: the coaches. “Great stories
can be told about them. For me they are the most
cinematographic figure”, he said.

In this edition, the Luis de Carlos Forum on Football
in the seventh art included examples of equipment and
documents related to both activities.
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Inside news

First Real Madrid Foundation wheelchair
basketball school is launched
Club president Florentino Pérez and Madrid mayor Ana Botella unveil the Real Madrid
Foundation’s first wheelchair basketball school at the La Masó municipal sports centre.
After five successful editions of the Real Madrid
Foundation’s inclusive basketball camp, with
the participation of young wheelchair users and
non-users, the students of this new pilot wheelchair
school –made possible by the collaboration of Madrid
City Council and Banco Espírito Santo– were really
looking forward to the moment of its official unveiling.
Speaking at the ceremony, club president Florentino

Pérez said: “It’s a special day for everyone connected
to Real Madrid.” He added: “The Foundation is the
heart and soul of our club and this is another step
towards us transmitting our passion and education
in values to all groups in society.” On Real Madrid’s
win in the most recent edition of basketball’s Copa
del Rey in Málaga, he said: “It gives us pride to
reinforce the idea that with passion and teamwork
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you can overcome any obstacle, just as the squad
did in its bid for victory in Málaga.” Florentino Pérez,
who took the trophy to the presentation for the
youngsters to pose for photographs, provided the
event’s most touching moment when he told the
school’s future students: “A part of this trophy is also
for those who make up this school.”
Meanwhile, Madrid mayor Ana Botella explained,
“If sport teaches us to live, inclusive sport teaches
us to live together,” adding that the school is a
prime example of this. Former player Rafael Rullán,
head of the Real Madrid Foundation’s social sports
basketball schools, was charged with explaining the
project and introducing the students. Some of
the conditions suffered by the youngsters severely

Top: Real Madrid president Florentino Pérez with Madrid mayor
Ana Botella at the unveiling of the new school.
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Inside news

restrict their mobility, even when using a wheelchair.
As a result, these students require extra special
care and attention.
Leading the way
The Foundation seeks to be a leader in adapted
sport, and its aim is not focused on competing,
but on educating in values and integrating these
social groups through team sports. The wheelchair
programme has recently incorporated two more
groups, adding a total of 20 direct beneficiaries on
top of the eight already signed up.
Another Madrid municipality whose council
has lent its facilities for inclusive sport is San
Sebastián de los Reyes. This follows the signing of
an agreement through which the Foundation will
provide the necessary kits, training materials and
coaches to set in motion a social sports wheelchair
basketball school that will train on Saturdays. Julio
González Ronco, the Foundation’s managing director,
expressed his gratitude to the local authorities for
their collaboration, commenting that this is something
that “isn’t easy in these difficult economic times.”

In the photo above, the students of the new wheelchair
basketball school receive their kits for the new season from
the president of Real Madrid.
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Inside news

Real Madrid striker Álvaro Morata visits the inclusive
football school in Montecarmelo, Madrid
Real Madrid’s young centre-forward Álvaro
Morata gave his professional tips to the 12
to 16-year-old students at the Real Madrid
Foundation’s inclusive school, run in collaboration
with the Fundación Carmen Pardo-Valcarce, at
its Montecarmelo centre.
This is the Foundation’s second inclusive
football school, where its differently abled students
train twice a week. The aim is to prepare them to
be part of teams at ordinary schools and ensure
their effective integration.
Álvaro Morata expressed his delight at the
visit, explaining: “It’s great that football can help
kids to realise that being differently abled does
not mean that they can’t enjoy themselves just
as much as everyone else.”
Thanks to the Real Madrid Foundation’s
schools, the boys and girls involved in the
programme break down barriers as they enjoy

together the benefits of exercise, improve their
health and quality of life, and share in values such
as self-improvement, hard work and teamwork.

Álvaro Morata let the students of the Montecarmelo
inclusive school in on a few tricks of the trade to improve
their technique on the field of play.
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Churriana hosts inaugural Charity Football Tournament
in aid of the school in Kheadah, India

More than 500 children, including the
students of the Real Madrid Foundation’s
social sports school in Motril, took part in the
inaugural Charity Football Tournament in
Churriana (Málaga). Organised by the Institute for

Indian Mother and Child in collaboration with
Churriana’s sports club, the profits are to go to the
Real Madrid Foundation’s school in Kheadah
(Calcutta), the first to be opened in Asia, which will
benefit more than 200 boys and girls.

Solidarity with those
affected by rare diseases
Real Madrid once again showed its support
for patients affected by rare diseases by
positioning a hoarding on the pitch bearing
the message 'Todos somos raros, todos somos
únicos' (‘We’re all rare, we’re all unique’) before
the Copa del Rey match against Espanyol at the
end of January.
As part of this effort, six boys and girls
suffering from illnesses of this type were invited
to attend the match, at which they enjoyed a
Madrid victory. To coincide with the Spanish Year
of Rare Diseases, this campaign by the Spanish
Rare Disease Alliance (FEDER), the Spanish
Association against Neuromuscular Disease
(ASEM) and the Fundación Isabel Gemio, aims
to raise the profile of the more than three million
Spaniards who suffer from rare diseases and
raise money for biomedical research into these
unknown conditions.

Last season, the Real Madrid Foundation
participated in the project 'En enfermedades
raras sumamos todos' (‘We can all do our bit
for rare diseases’).
13
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Asier Illarramendi and Jesús Fernández visit social
sports schools in Guadalajara and Torrejón de Ardoz
The students at the Real Madrid
Foundation’s social sports football schools
in Guadalajara and Torrejón de Ardoz
received a very special visit during a regular
training session. Real Madrid goalkeeper Jesús
Fernández sprang a surprise on the five to
16-year-old students at the school in the Madrid
municipality of Torrejón de Ardoz, which this
year is now in its sixth season, thanks to the
collaboration of the Social Services and
sponsors such as the HSBC bank.
Meanwhile, Madrid midfielder Asier Illarramendi
made it a very special day for the students of the
school in Guadalajara, answering their questions
and posing for photographs with them. The school
is in its fifth season and is supported by the Council
and the company Mémora.
These centres work towards integrating
children at risk of exclusion and those who are
not through sporting activity, and educating them
in the values of team sport to promote all-round
personal development.

Real Madrid midfielder Asier Illarramendi and goalkeeper
Jesús Fernández put in a surprise visit to the students of
the schools in Guadalajara and Torrejón.
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Inside news

Seeking integration at the new school in Villaverde
The spirit of the partnership created in 2011
between the Real Madrid Foundation and
the NGO Crusade for the Children, and which
saw the opening of a social sports school in Massaca
(Mozambique), was to the fore again within Spain
with the inauguration of Madrid’s new school at
Villaverde, where more than 75% of its students
live in vulnerable circumstances. Located at the
Nuevo Centro school, it is attended by more than
50 boys and girls aged between five and 11, who

took centre stage in a special training session to
show off what they’ve learned.
María Díaz de la Cebosa, president of Crusade
for the Children, highlighted the “effort and tenacity
that the children and the coaches put into every
training session”. Former player Rafael García
Cortés, who is head of the Real Madrid Foundation’s
social sports football schools, also underlined “the
importance of sport for children, the discipline of being
part of a club, the spirit of togetherness and teamwork”.

16
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Emilio Butragueño visits school in Tarancón

Real Madrid’s director of Institutional
Relations, Emilio Butragueño, was full of
praise for the Real Madrid Foundation’s social
sports football school in Tarancón during his visit, in
which he was accompanied by representatives of the
project’s local partners: Tarancón Council, the
Castile-La Mancha Football Federation Foundation
and La Caixa Castile-La Mancha.

According to Butragueño, “thanks to the
agreement signed in 2011, more than 200
boys and girls aged between five and 14 have
learned that they can play football while learning
educational, social and sporting values.” He
added: “This school is an example of the
promotion of social integration and tolerance
between people of different cultures.”
17
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Real Madrid Foundation charity golf tour sponsored
by Halconviajes.com
This year’s Real Madrid Foundation Charity
Golf Tournament and Tour is supported by
Halconviajes.com. In this latest edition
–which began in March– the first-placed players
will receive a trophy, with the winners of the upper
and lower categories in each tour challenge
invited to play in the grand final, which will be
held on 10 June at the Royal Spanish Golf
Federation’s Centro Nacional golf course.
So far, nine host courses have formed part of
the circuit: Doñana Golf (Huelva), La Faisanera

(Segovia), Club de Camp Villa de Madrid, Jarama
RACE, RSHECC, Villa Mayor (Salamanca), Los
Ángeles de San Rafael (Segovia), La Estancia
Golf (Cádiz) and La Cala Golf Resort (Málaga).
Successful turnout
At close of press, the sixth matchday of the Real
Madrid Foundation-Halconviajes.com Golf Tour
had been held at the Villa Mayor golf course
(Salamanca). The event included the participation
of former footballer Guti, representing Real
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Madrid, who played alongside golf professional
Álvaro Beamonte, who is director of the golf
school at the Palacio del Negralejo course.
Meanwhile, Globalia president Juan José
Hidalgo attended the matchday at the Jarama
RACE golf course on behalf of Halconviajes.com.
The challenge held at RSHECC, in which more
than a hundred people participated, was also
hugely successful.
The Real Madrid Foundation-Halconviajes.
com Charity Golf Tour is organised by
GolfConfidencial.com and its partners include NH
Hotels, Campofrío, Cafés Guilis, Gin Gold 999.9,
the Centro Nacional golf course, the Provincial
Council of Segovia, Bearwood, Ybarra and
Balarus Wine. The aim of the initiative is to raise
money that will go to the activities of the social
sports schools at shelters that work with the Real
Madrid Foundation, where children in state care
receive coaching and education in values.
19
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Padel for the benefit of inclusive sport
The Real Madrid Foundation and the financial
company Fondos, Inversiones y Finanzas
(FIF) unveiled an amateur padel tour boasting
a number of sponsors. The profits, alongside the
money raised by a charity dinner, will go to the
Foundation’s programme of inclusive schools.
It is the inaugural edition of an initiative which
got underway with an opening tournament at the
end of March at Madrid’s Ciudad de la Raqueta
sports complex, and which will conclude with the

presentation of trophies in the directors’ box at the
Santiago Bernabéu at the end of April. A total of
three tournaments will be played at the Spanish
capital’s top clubs.
The tour comprises three categories, with
players taking part in men’s and women’s upper and
lower groups, as well as male and female over-45’s
categories. The end of the year will also see a Real
Madrid Foundation masters, which is set to become
a leader in top-quality padel.
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Real Madrid Foundation and Google promote
Internet values
Technology and sport, two passions shared
by boys and girls, have shown themselves to
be effective tools for the communication of
values such as team work, respect and universality.
As part of its effort to offer quality sports training to
young people through its social sports schools, the
Real Madrid Foundation joined up with Google
España, which works to spread positive values on
the net, to award the inaugural Prize for the
Promotion of Internet Values.
Tremmell Darden was on hand to present
the awards to the students that were best able
to express what they have learned, via a creative
project on sporting values and their application
to new technologies.

The prize-winners were recognised for their creativity in
applying sporting values to new technologies.
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Interview

José Luis López de Silanes
President of CLH Group

“The social sports schools promote
solidarity and respect”
With its support for the social sports
schools of the Real Madrid Foundation, we
discover the most charitable side of CLH
Group, in conversation with its president,
José Luis López de Silanes.

–Could you sum up the corporate social responsibility policy of CLH Group?
–The CSR policy of CLH Group is governed by the Corporate Social Responsibility Master
Plan, which sets out the main guidelines and objectives in this area of action. Amongst these objectives
is that of maintaining fluid, responsible relationships
with those towns where we are present. To achieve
this the company focuses on those actions that allow
it to develop its activities with the greatest respect for
the environment, quality, safety and efficiency.
–Given that CLH is a company in the energy sector that supports grassroots sports as a tool for
education and solidarity, do you think that a combination of education and sport could be the energy
for future generations?

–Sport, and the fundamental principles it involves,
such as effort, merit, self-improvement and teamwork,
is the best tool in providing a rounded education. If
you reinforce that with workshops and other educational activities, the outcome is extremely positive for
youngsters, allowing them to acquire fundamental
values that are indispensable for their education.
–You’ve been working with our social sports
school in San Fernando de Henares, Madrid, for
years. How would you assess this work?
–This project inspires us for a number of reasons. The social sports school gives the younger

kids a healthy, positive alternative for their free time,
which also allows children from different cultures
to come together, promoting solidarity and respect.
Another aspect that motivates us is working with the
local council of San Fernando de Henares, a town
with which CLH Group has a special bond, as it is
where it has some of its main infrastructure. The fact
that the project is driven by a club with the history
and importance of Real Madrid is a complete guarantee of success.
–What other social projects do you support in
places where you carry out your operations?
–This year we’ve started a new corporate volunteering scheme, ‘Voluntariamente’ (‘Voluntarily’)
with which we want to support actions of solidarity
carried out voluntarily by people from the company.
Furthermore, among other initiatives, we’ve started a new policy to support entrepreneurship, to
help people who are inquisitive and curious bring
their ideas to life, and we have agreements with
Professional Training centres across Spain, to allow
their students to intern with us.
–What are the values of CLH as a generator
of wealth?
–One of the main values of CLH is sustainability,
understood as the need to carry out our activities
while guaranteeing a perfect balance between economic growth, care for the environment and social prosperity. We apply this principle in carrying out our activities in a responsible manner, taking care of personal
safety, looking after the environment, promoting the
best work environment and cooperating in the wellbeing of those locations where we have installations.
Moreover, the continuing search for efficiency in all
our activities, as well as the professional development
of our employees, is worth highlighting.
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Training

Training’s the name of the
In recent months, our football and
basketball training courses have
been given in Latin America (Chile
and Mexico), Africa (Sierra Leone,
Morocco, Mozambique and Angola),
Europe (Poland) and the Middle East
(Kuwait and Bahrain).
The Real Madrid Foundation’s training
activities know no borders. Take a brief look at
this section, and you’ll see the global sphere
of influence of the programmes They play, we teach
(football) and For a REAL Education: Values and
Sport (basketball), which reach every corner of the
world. The places they’re needed most, places
where sporting values become a tool for social
change and integration. The courses are given to
coaches from different social sports schools by the
technical teams of the Real Madrid Foundation,
and constitute training that not only tackles technical
aspects of coaching, but also issues concerning the
personal growth and development of the boys and
girls, who are the end receivers of the methodology
developed by the Foundation.
The courses are adjusted to the particular
characteristics of each country. At the social sports
schools in Africa or Asia, for example, the social and
economic context is not the same as in Europe. Nor
are their needs, or the deprivations and problems
of integration suffered by the students. This global
yet local vision is one of the keys to the success of
these programmes, together with the dedication of
local partners and associations, and the support of
the governments and state and private bodies that
open up facilities to the activities of the Real Madrid
Foundation. Travel companions on this adventure of
solidarity that increase in number year on year.
Training without borders
In recent months, the Real Madrid Foundation’s
technical team has travelled to Latin America, Africa
24
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integration game

In Mexico, the Foundation’s
technical team gave football
courses in Xalapa, Chihuahua,
Oaxaca, Puebla and León.
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Training

The school in Lungi, Sierra Leone, benefits more than 150 boys and girls who are mostly orphans living in poverty.

and the Middle East to give programmes
on football and basketball. In the Chilean capital
of Santiago, the football training course was
given to coaches who will run the social sports
schools in the institutions of primary education
located in the communes Estación Central and
Independencia. Their opening is part of an
expansion of this year’s planned social sports
activities, thanks to the support of the local
partner foundation, Friends of Real Madrid.
Another of the Real Madrid Foundation’s
chief destinations is Mexico. In recent months,
our technical team has given football training
courses in Xalapa, Chihuahua, Oaxaca, Puebla
and León. In the first two locations, more than 60
coaches from seven social sports schools received
training. In Xalapa, the course took place at the

training facilities of DIF, a local partner of the
Real Madrid Foundation in the state of Veracruz,
where 45 coaches from the social sports schools
in Coatzacoalcos, Córdoba, Martínez de la Torre,
Tuxpan, Veracruz and Xalapa were in attendance.
Each of these schools works with boys and girls
from shelters and underprivileged families.
In Chihuahua, the football course was given
to 17 coaches at the headquarters of the Bafar
Group, whose facilities include a university, a
football pitch, a basketball court and a hostel that
takes in children from street gangs. The Chihuahua
social sports school benefits more than 750 boys
and girls aged between six and 17, chosen due to
their risk of social exclusion.
The next stop on this training tour is Africa,
specifically the social sports schools in Marrakech
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which provide residence, academic support, leisure
and free-time activities, and professional training
workshops for minors at risk of exclusion.

(Morocco), Luena (Angola), Mozambique and Sierra
Leone. At the school also known as ‘City of Gardens’
in Marrakech, 16 coaches from the social sports
schools in the city, as well as Tangier and Benguerir,
participated in the course They play, we teach.
State support
It is also worth highlighting that the Real Madrid
Foundation’s social sports schools in Morocco are
sponsored by the country’s Ministry of Social Affairs.
The activities are carried out at three centres: the
Assadaka-Benguerir centre for the social protection
of minors, the Assadaka social centre (Tangier) and
the shelter in Marrakech, which are managed by the
Paideia Association for the Integration of Minors,
National Mutual Aid and the Raouabit Assadaka
Association. They are socio-educational spaces,

Work in Africa
Further south, the Angolan city of Luena was the
next destination for the Real Madrid Foundation’s
technical team in Africa, as part of the training
programme They play, we teach. Here, training was
given to the coaches who will take charge of the
new social sports school to be opened this season
in collaboration with the not-for-profit organisation
Misiones Salesianas. This new centre is expected
to benefit more than 150 boys and girls who live
in vulnerable family and school environments.
Football training was given to the coaches
of the social sports schools in Mozambique:
Khandelo (in collaboration with CESAL), Casa
do Gaiato and Massaca (with the NGO Crusade
for the Children), in the region of Maputo. The
course was held jointly at the Khandelo social
centre, and included both theoretical sections and
sessions focussing on practical training, which
were attended by the Mozambique national coach,
Joao Chissano, and Manuel José Luis Bucuane,
Tico-Tico, one of the most famous players in the
country’s history and resident director of the social
sports school in Massaca.
The three schools in Mozambique take on
children and young people in vulnerable situations
in the neighbourhood of Xipamanine and the district
of Boane. The region of Maputo is marked by
economic insecurity, and boys and girls often also
have to contribute to their family’s livelihood. There
is also a serious problem with early pregnancies
and, as a result, these centres help to offer mothers
training that brings them a more promising future.
The situation in Sierra Leone is also one of
extreme poverty. In the city of Lungi, the Real
Madrid Foundation has a social sports school –in
collaboration with the Salesians of Don Bosco–
whose coaches received the football training course.
Each individual was able to better get to know the
philosophy of the Real Madrid Foundation and
adapt it to the conditions of a country still scarred
by the effects of civil war. Indeed, the social sports
activities also stimulate the participation of girls
living in difficult situations caused by the place they
27
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Training

Emilio Butragueño, at the certificate award ceremony for Polish primary and secondary teachers who participated in the courses.

occupy in society, required to help with the everyday
tasks at home and even to work. The school in
Lungi benefits more than 150 boys and girls, most
of who live in situations of poverty and food
shortage, or are orphans.
In the Middle East, the football training course
was given to coaches at the schools in Kuwait and
Bahrain, where boys and girls of different religions
coexist, many of whom are orphans or live in
conditions of economic insecurity, but who are all
united by football. In Kuwait, the course was held at
the schools in the cities of Al Zura and Abu Halifa,
which were opened in February 2012. The course
received by coaches in Bahrain came ahead of

The courses in Bahrain came ahead of the opening of a new
social sports school.

the inauguration of a school at facilities that will be
loaned by the country’s football association.
Local development
Back in Europe, a Real Madrid Foundation delegation
led by Emilio Butragueño and Rafael Rullán presented
certificates to the Polish primary and secondary
teachers and coaches who participated in a special
course as part of the football and basketball training
programme, which is subsidised by the European
Union in collaboration with the Foundation for
Educational and Sports Development and the Lodz
Regional Development Agency.
Both courses began in Lodz and were
completed with trips to the Santiago Bernabéu
and Real Madrid City, as well as visits to the
social sports schools and Real Madrid academy
training sessions. Speaking at the closing ceremony
at which the certificates were handed out,
Butragueño said: “You are the first beneficiaries
of this innovative programme. You take on a huge
responsibility, which is to teach the boys and girls
of Poland that sport is not only about competition.”
Rafael Rullán added: “Basketball is a tool with which
everyone can enjoy themselves together, regardless
of age, culture or social status.”
The subsidy granted by the European
Commission will allow football and basketball
training to be given to 100 coaches.
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Basketball

Salah Mejri visits students
of adapted schools

The attendance of Salah Mejri made it a
very special day for students of the Real
Madrid Foundation’s adapted schools,
with the Whites’ Tunisian centre sharing his
basketball tips at an event held at the Santa
Catalina school in Majadahonda (Madrid). Mejri,
who is an ambassador for the Euroleague’s One
Team corporate social responsibility programme,
chatted with the kids, let them in on his defence

and shooting secrets, handed out autographed
photographs and shirts and posed for a group
photo with the thrilled attendees. The Madrid giant
was full of positive words about the experience. “For
me, it’s really special to be here this afternoon,” he
said. “My aim was to help them play basketball, but
they’ve also helped me.”
After seeing the way the differently abled
youngsters responded during the training session,
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Salah Mejri shared camaraderie
and basketball tips with the
students of the Real Madrid
Foundation’s adapted schools.

he said: “They’re good students, a pleasure to work
with. When their teachers talk to them and try to
explain something to them, they listen and they do it.
It’s very easy to be with them and play with them.”
Former player Rafael Rullán, who is head of
the Real Madrid Foundation’s basketball social
sports schools, said: “Today is a celebration for
the students, because all their efforts have been
rewarded with Mejri’s visit.”
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Euroleague game sees adapted basketball exhibition
The Real Madrid Foundation’s adapted
basketball school at the Josep Tarradellas
state school in Las Tablas (Madrid) put on an
exhibition at half-time during the Euroleague clash
between Real Madrid and Strasbourg, at the Palacio
de los Deportes in the Spanish capital.
After their moment in the limelight, Jaycee Carroll,
Madrid’s American shooting guard, presented the
youngsters with the shirts worn by the Real Madrid
players during Euroleague matchday six, each bearing
the words ‘One Team’ on the back, in place of their
own names. The aim of this gesture is to support the
inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities in sport
and to raise people’s awareness of the fact that, with
their support, the sky is the limit for these students.

They were given a warm reception by the crowd
and had the satisfaction of seeing their team win.
Like the adapted school in Majadahonda,
the school at Josep Tarradellas is a part of the
Euroleague’s One Team project, which harnesses
the influence of basketball and promotes the values
that go hand in hand with sport’s role as a tool for
education and integration, and in doing so plays its
part in changing lives.
The Real Madrid Foundation’s basketball section
has a track record of collaborating with a variety
of organisations in order to aid the integration of
differently abled young people through sporting activity.
With specialised training, it has been proven that these
youngsters can achieve their maximum potential.

4th Values Training Day
A commitment to social responsibility was to
the fore at the 4th Values through Basketball
Training Day, which is aimed at Real Madrid
Foundation coaches who not only work with children,
but also at prisons, hospitals and adapted, inclusive
and wheelchair basketball schools. The training day
was divided into three parts: a theoretical session on
methods being used for instilling values, and a practical

section on working ideas and typical exercises with
tactical, technical and value-based objectives. These
both took place at the Josep Tarradellas school, where
attendance certificates were handed out. The third
section, aimed at coaches in prisons, was carried out
at Real Madrid City. During this session, the decision
was made to hold an inaugural Intramural Prisons’
Basketball Tournament between March and June.
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Schools

Stronger
as we
grow
In this edition we’ll tell
you about the start of the
football and basketball
tournaments at the social
sports schools; new schools
inside and outside Spain;
and the signing of new
agreements that widen the
scope of the social activities
of the Foundation.

The Real Madrid
Foundation’s social sports
schools’ XV Football
Tournament and XIII Basketball
Tournament are underway. The
former started on 1 February and
will finish on 25 May. The football
tournament will see more than
2,500 boys and girls between
five and 17 years old, divided into
194 teams, contest 104 matches,
to be played on Saturdays (in the
categories prebenjamín (Under-8),
benjamín (U-10) and alevín
(U-12)) and Sundays (in the
categories alevín, infantil (U-14),
cadete (U-16) and juvenil (U-18))
at Real Madrid City.
The week before, on
26 January, the Basketball
Tournament began. This
competition is being held at the
weekends, with 350 boys and
34
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girls taking part. For the third
consecutive year the values
programme Tarjeta Blanca (‘White
Card’), which rewards good
behaviour from the players during
the tournament, is being run. The
more than 350 students, who
have learnt to be better players
and teammates, benefit from the
competition, which is held in the
Arganzuela Community Centre on
Sundays from 9am to 3pm.

Florentino Pérez met the Russian
delegation headed by Besik Meskhi, rector
of the University of Rostov-on-Don, for the
signing of the agreement under which the
first Real Madrid Foundation school will
be set up in Russia.

As an innovation the XIII
Tournament of the Basketball
Schools includes a new inclusive
competition. In it, the players from
the infantil and cadete categories

take part in matches together
with players from the school
for adapted basketball and the
wheelchair basketball school.
To end the tournament, a closing
day will be held on 1 June, which
will have activities in which the
students from the schools for
adapted and inclusive sport
will also participate, along with
the youngest players in the
category baby-basket.
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Growing, year by year
Here we highlight the agreements
signed by the Real Madrid
Foundation with various public and
private bodies and entities.
●●Ecopilas. 25-11-2013.
Renewal of the agreement to
support the social sports school
for football and the environment
in Segovia.
●●‘La Caixa’ Foundation in Melilla

28-11-2013. Agreement to support
the social sports football school
in Melilla.
●●Barclays Foundation 2-12-2013.
Agreement for carrying out social
sports projects in the Community
of Madrid.
●●CAF Latin American
Development Bank. 14-01-2014.
Working to promote sport as a tool
for education, development and

social inclusion in the framework
of the initiative SOMOS Sports
Network.
●●Alalay Children’s Home,
Asociación Hechos and Banco
Mercantil Santa Cruz. 10-02-2014.
For the development of social
sports schools in Bolivia.
●●Caixabank Madrid. 13-02-2014.
To develop social sports schools in
Leganés and Nuevo Baztán.
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Month by month the number
of Real Madrid Foundation social
sports schools also grows in
Spain… and abroad.
Opening of new schools
In Russia, the Foundation’s first
social sports school will soon
open, thanks to an agreement
signed by Real Madrid president
Florentino Pérez and a Russian
delegation headed by Besik
Meskhi, rector of the University of
Rostov-on-Don. The school will be
located in this Russian city, with
the University providing the use
of its sports facilities, where more
than 100 students, with difficult
economic circumstances, will be
able to play football and basketball.
During their visit to Madrid,
the Russian delegation that
accompanied the rector included
Svetlana Shvedova, vice-rector of

Around a hundred boys and girls
benefit from the activities of the school
opened in Baku (Azerbaijan), the
opening of which was attended by
an international delegation of the
Real Madrid Foundation.

the University of Rostov-on-Don;
Leonid Tyagachev, senator and
honorary president of the Russian
Olympic Committee; Igor Guskov,
vice-governor of Rostov; Yuri P.
Korchagin, Russia’s ambassador
to Spain; Alexey Semenyachenko,
managing director of Olympic City
and Dimitry Kochkin, managing
director of Yuzhny Gorod.
There is also a new social
sports school in Baku, the capital
of Azerbaijan. An international
delegation from the Real Madrid
Foundation was present at its
official presentation, headed by
executive vice-president Enrique

Sánchez, along with local officials
and the new students.
Azad Rahimov, the country’s
minister for sports and youth was
also present at the event and
the Foundation’s vice-president
spoke with him, noting that the
project had been possible thanks
to the Ministry and the support
from Azerbaijan’s ambassador to
Spain: “It’s a strong project,” he
said, “that will benefit a hundred
boys and girls, teaching them
values through playing football;
important values for their personal
development such as fellowship,
team work, fellowship and selfimprovement.”
In short, the values that
represent Real Madrid and players
like Cristiano Ronaldo, role
model and idol of the students
of the social sports schools, like
the one in Funchal (Madeira,
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Portugal), birthplace of the Madrid
forward, who spent a day with
them during the inauguration of
the CR7 Museum. They also had
the chance to meet Pepe, who
accompanied Ronaldo to the
presentation.
The Real Madrid Foundation
has been working with

disadvantaged children at the
MAIS Salesianos Funchal Sports
School for three years.
In Spain
The Real Madrid Foundation
is also in the news with the
opening of new social sports
schools in Buitrago de Lozoya

and Villaverde (Madrid), Jerez
(Cádiz) y Mazarrón (Murcia).
Thanks to the agreement
signed between the Foundation
and the educational centre
Gredos San Diego, the town
of Buitrago de Lozoya, in the
Madrid region, now has a
football school, in line with the
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Cristiano Ronaldo poses with the
students of the social sports school
in Funchal, during the opening of the
CR7 Museum.

Extension of the
exercise programme
for seniors
The prevention of illness
and the maintenance
of physical, mental and
social capabilities of
older people is the main
aim of the collaborative
project between the Real
Madrid Foundation and
Grupo Sanyres, which was
supplemented by a talk
organised by the Spanish
Diabetes Society on the
disease and given by a
specialist from the Society,
Cristina Corrales.

Gredos San Diego Foundation’s
objectives of encouraging “the
values inherent to playing sports
and the promotion of this as
an educational tool that can
help with the overall personal
development of those who play
it.” Principles that tie in to the
philosophy behind the Real

Madrid Foundation, summed
up by Emilio Butragueño during
the signing of the agreement:
“The students will be able to
enjoy playing football while
learning educational and social
values such as fellowship,
motivation and respect, which
help in their overall development.

Prevention better
than cure
In her talk, Corrales didn’t
just identify the causes of
diabetes and the problems
it creates for older people,
but also offered advice on
preventing its appearance
and controlling its effects.
One of these is to take
physical exercise, adapted
to the abilities of each
person, together with
the right diet and hygiene,
especially in the case of
diabetic foot complications,
which is common in
the elderly with type
2 diabetes.
The talk was held in
the Sanyres centre to
an audience of around
30 seniors.
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Furthermore, we want to highlight
one of the keys to the success
of the social sports schools, the
programme They play, we teach,
which will also be followed by
our coaches in this school. The
programme ensures that the
students learn correctly and
allows for their comprehensive
development.”
The Madrid region, in
addition to the school in Buitrago
de Lozoya, has added another
social sports school in the
neighbourhood of Villaverde
–in collaboration with Crusade
for the Children– based in the
Nuevo Centro school. This school
benefits more than 50 students
aged between five and 11.
From Madrid we hop to
Murcia. There, in Mazarrón,

A delegation from the Real Madrid
Foundation, headed by executive
vice-president Enrique Sánchez
and Emilio Butragueño, attended the
opening of the new social sports school
in Mazarrón (Murcia).

children of families at risk
of social exclusion can now
enjoy the activities offered by
a new school, opened by the
Foundation in collaboration with
the city council, Bionutrición
Vegetal and Aqualia Gestión
Integral del Agua.
The project will allow them to
“enjoy football, learning sporting
and social values that will serve
them in their day to day life, such
as team-work, motivation and
solidarity, which are so important

to being a better person, which
is, at the end of the day, what we
are looking for”, said Butragueño
at the official opening.
Not far from Mazarrón, the
self-same director of institutional
relations signed another
collaborative agreement, with
the town council of Jerez de
la Frontera and the ‘La Caixa’
Foundation to set up a social
sports football school in the
sports facilities of Chapín: “With
common initiatives such as this,
the Real Madrid Foundation
is running, at a national level,
more than a hundred social
and educative projects in 12
autonomous communities and
two autonomous cities, which
benefit more than 5,000 boys
and girls.”
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Real Madrid board meeting in 1943, chaired
by Santiago Bernabéu.

Real Madrid 1941-50

A club under construction
The Spanish Civil War gave way to a decade (1941-50) of change for Real Madrid on the
sporting side, though the arrival of legendary players and the drive by Santiago Bernabéu
to construct a new, outstanding, stadium laid the foundations for what would go down in
football history as the ‘Best Club of the Twentieth Century’.
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in the 40s Real Madrid was reinforced by the
signing of Juan Antonio ipiña (on the right).

The departure of Jacinto Quincoces, considered to be the world’s best defender of the time, and
the fear of relegation, which surrounded the club
in the League championship, kept any excitement
contained. The poor state
of the stadium, the Viejo
Chamartín, which had
been damaged during
the war meant a major
investment was necessary
in order to have it re-opened
in 1939 for the first derby of
the post-war era, in which
Madrid beat Atlético 2-1.
The team found itself in
a period of rebuilding. The
first footballing figures to
arrive were Barinaga and
Olivares, as well as the man
considered the first great
captain of the side, the Basque
midfielder Juan Antonio Ipiña,
whose signing was, economically speaking, a wager on the
club’s future.

The arrival of
Santiago Bernabéu
The decade was saved
with two wins in the Copa
de España (seasons 19451946 and 1946-1947) and
heroics such as the Madrid
- Barcelona Cup game in
1943, where the Whites won
by an imposing 11-1, which
45
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laid the basis for the later rivalry between the two
clubs. That same year, and having served the team’s
interests as player, coach and director, Santiago
Bernabéu took over the presidency with unanimous
support, and pushed Real Madrid to the very highest
level, through both his management, unique in world
football, his great projects and the numerous trophies
that the team won under his mandate (1943-1978).
The first thing Bernabéu did as president of the
club, was to take the first steps towards the construction of an outstanding new stadium that would be
at the vanguard of Europe and would increase the
capacity of 25,000 to around 100,000 and thus make
room for the growing number of fans. With finance
from the Banco Mercantil e Industrial and the Madrid

fans, the land next to the old stadium was acquired
and the works were begun, with the symbolic image,
pick in hand, of the man whose name the new
stadium would take in 1955. The design was the
work of the architects Manuel Muñoz Monasterio
and Luis Alemany Soler.
The titles arrive
In the summer of 1946, with Jacinto Quincoces,
until then national coach, leading the team, Real
Madrid won the Cup against Valencia, 3-1, one of
the Whites’ most remarkable trophies, given that
the Mediterranean club came into the final as firm
favourites. The new coach fulfilled another of his
ambitions, signing the fought over player from the
Canary Islands, of Irish descent,
Luis Molowny, nicknamed Mangas
(sleeves) for his habit of holding
his cuffs during the game.
After the resounding four
goals scored against Atlético
San Lorenzo de Almagro of
Buenos Aires, on a tour of
Europe that Christmas, Real
Madrid started the season with
the reinforcements of Narro,

in
n the 40s Real
Madrid lifted the
Copa de españa
spaña
twice (seasons 1945-46
and 1946-47). On the
right a brochure about
a bond issue from
the Banco Mercantil e
industrial
ndustrial to finish the
stadium works.
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Above, a cutting from
newspaper Marca on
the purchase of the land
for the construction of
the new stadium and
Santiago Bernabéu, at
the start of the works.
30 months later, on 14
december 1947, Nuevo
Chamartín was opened,
a stadium the international
press hailed as the best
in europe. The capacity
went from 25,000 to close
to 100,000.

Muñoz, Pahíño, Gabriel Alonso and Macala and
took home the renowned Eva Duarte Perón trophy
in the competition that was the forerunner to the
Spanish Super Cup.
Nuevo Chamartín: a dream made reality
After 30 months of construction and another Copa
de España in the trophy cabinet, on 14 December
1947 what the world’s press would describe as the
best stadium in Europe was opened, with a friendly
against Os Belenenses from Portugal. The match
finished with a victory for the hosts (3-1) and the first
goal for Real Madrid was scored by Sabino Barinaga.

The team started 1948 with a new coach, Michael
Keeping, who revolutionised the ‘White House’ with
tactics such as the famous WM. In May, Bernabéu
was named president of honour and merit “for his
extraordinary work and continuing concern for the
well-being of Real Madrid Football Club.”
The decade closed with the words of this highest
representative of madridismo on the cover of the first
Real Madrid Informative Bulletin, which appeared
on 1 September 1950: “I hope this Madrid newsletter
is a great success. Advice from an old hand: keep
your friends close, but your enemies even closer.
Greetings to all the merengues.”
47
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Butragueño, genius
and ‘gentleman of
football’
The sporting press eulogised his play from the
very day he made his debut with Real Madrid, now
30 years ago. Madridismo pays tribute to someone
who was and still is one of the club’s leading
figures, as a player, a fan and an executive.

It happened in the League match that pitched
Cadiz against Real Madrid in the Ramón de
Carranza stadium in 1984. Everything seemed
lost until the 86th minute, when the Whites’ attack
became dangerous thanks to the passes and goals
of the new White promise, a youngster called Emilio
Butragueño. He was the trick up the sleeve that Di
Stéfano pulled out in the second half and who
changed the scoreboard round, turning 2-0 into
2-2 and returning Madrid to the leadership of the
Championship and enthusiasm to the club’s fans.
Going forward, the presence of Butragueño as an
attacker would be indispensable. In fact, he was deci-

sive in wining the UEFA Cup in 1985 and 1986, as
well as adding six League titles, four Spanish Super
Cups, two Copas de España and a League Cup to
Real Madrid’s honours, between 1985 and 1995. The
Whites’ records show 463 competitive matches, 106
friendlies and 217 goals in the file of the player who
also played for Spain 69 times.
Just after bursting onto the scene with Real
Madrid, he won the individual Bravo trophy on two
consecutive occasions (1985 and 1986). He shone
as a creator of passes and spaces, and in spite of not
being an out-and-out goal scorer, he won the Pichichi
trophy, for the highest goal scorer in the League, in
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At just 20, Emilio
Butragueño became
a vital player in Real
Madrid’s line-up and
an opponent feared by
defenders of rival teams
because of his ability at
dead-ball situations.

1991. Other highlights on his CV include: Bronze Ball
(1986 and 1987), Silver Boot at the FIFA World Cup
(1986), team of the FIFA World Cup (1986) and one
of FIFA’s 100 greatest living footballers.
Spearhead for the team
His nickname, Buitre ('the Vulture'), gave the name
to the unbeatable spearhead of the team in the 80s
and 90s, called La Quinta del Buitre (the Vulture
Squadron), which also included legendary players like
Miguel Pardeza, Manolo Sanchís, Míchel and Rafael
Martín Vázquez. Butragueño said goodbye to Real
Madrid on 15 June 1995, in a tribute match against
Roma, but his style would remain for ever, linked to
the ‘neutral feint’, motionless, with the ball at his feet
inside the area, he would go from 0 to 60, flummoxing

the defender and creating space for a goal or a
pass. To his genius as a player should be added his
sportsmanship –he never picked up a red card– for
which he became known as the ‘Gentleman of the
pitch’ in Mexico, where he played for Atlético Celaya
at the end of his playing career.
Butragueño, who never neglected his education,
has a degree in Business and Economics and a
Master in Sports Management from the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and currently holds
the post of Director of Institutional Relations at Real
Madrid. His links to the club and its colours is thus
kept alive, from his years learning in the youth set-up
of Castilla, Madrid’s ‘B’ team, and his later inclusion in
the lower categories of Real Madrid, to go on to become part of the legend of the club.

Did you know…?
Real Madrid had a table-tennis section, set
up in the 1944-1945 season. The team was
Castilla champion on a number of occasions. Amongst
the players were: Ramón Echeste, Abilio Vázquez, Luis
Rueda, Pablo Ruiz-Velasco, Fernando Cortina, José
Luis Alonso, Alberto A. Armesto and Tomás Vallejo,
who was player and manager of the team.
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Volunteers

We’re looking for someone like you
Imagine being able to assist wheelchair
users at the Santiago Bernabéu, support
the coaches of the social sports schools,
have a hand in charity matches, participate in
NGO campaigns… There are lots of ways to
provide help to those who need it – particularly to
the youngest children – and make the world a
better place. The Real Madrid Foundation does its
bit through its body of volunteers, which you

could belong to. Yes, you! You, who are reading
these lines right now and have always wondered
how you could contribute to some social or
humanitarian effort. Come and join a project that’s
growing day by day with new activities. Be a part
of Real Madrid’s commitment to social
responsibility. Don’t wait a moment longer and get
in touch with the Real Madrid Volunteer Office:
voluntariosfundacionrealmadrid@corp.realmadrid.com
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There are no hopeful poor children

We work to fight child
poverty to improve
their future
At “la Caixa” Foundation we invest time,
effort and resources in programmes aimed at
the educational development and well-being
of more than 200,000 boys and girls
in disadvantaged situations. We ensure their
access to something as essential and basic
as education.

www.laCaixaFoundation.com ∙ 902 22 30 40
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